Fuller Brook Park Committee  
September 12, 2017

Meeting minutes for July 11, 2017

Attending: Diane Campbell, Paul Criswell, Heidi Gross, Robert Carley, Kurt Somerville, Mike Pakstis, Pete Jackson, Dave Hickey

Paul DePhillips and Cricket Vlass of the Park. Division joined the FBPC for this meeting.

Citizens attending: Jay Prosnitz and Michael Mahlenkamp

The meeting was called to order at 8:05 a.m.
Citizen Speak: Jay Prosnitz, 11 Tappan addressed the Committee on two safety items. He expressed concern about safety on the dead end streets and without sufficient signage; cars could go off the street into the Park. He also expressed concern about the vehicle speed and marking of the crosswalk on Cottage Street.

The project contract has been extended to October 31. Work on replacing plants, grass establishment, and sweeping loose aggregate from the surface will take place in the Wellesley Ave to Dover Rd section. Revisiting the grass will take place in late August/September when nights are cooler.

Maintenance Plan: With Cricket and Paul DePhilips in attendance there was a discussion of details of implementing the maintenance plan.

Invasive Contract: Brandon, along with Parks employees, presented a description with discussion following of the invasive plan for the FBP and the weekly work to implement the plan.

Friends: There was a discussion of the future role and possible activities for the Friends. It was agreed that Kurt, Cricket, Paul DePhillips, and Pete Jackson would meet to discuss further.

July 17: Diane and Pete are meeting with Stephanie Hawkinson at NRC to discuss the transition from the project team to the Town.

Next meeting: September 12, 2017

The meeting was adjourned at 9:10.

Respectfully submitted,
Diane Campbell, Chair FBPC
CALL TO ORDER

CITIZEN SPEAK

COMMITTEE ITEMS
- Schedule and plan for work this summer
- Implementation of the Maintenance Plan
  Cricket Vlass and Paul DePhillips of the Park Div. to join the meeting
- Invasives Plan
- Friends of Fuller Brook
  Goals and Activities

TOPICS NOT REASONABLY ANTICIPATED BY THE CHAIR PRIOR TO POSTING, IF ANY

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

ADJOURNMENT